
PRE-2018  -  ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK 
 

The Academic Performance Framework includes measures that allow the PEC to evaluate the 
school’s academic performance or outcomes and was developed pursuant to the New Mexico 
Charter Schools Act.  This section includes indicators, measures and metrics for student 
academic performance; student academic growth; achievement gaps in both proficiency and 
growth between student subgroups; if the charter school is a high school, post-secondary 
readiness; and, if the charter school is a high school, graduation rate (Section 22-8B-9.1.A. (1-3, 
6, 7) NMSA 1978). 
 
This section answers the evaluative question:  Is the academic program a success?  A charter 
school that meets the standards in this area is implementing its academic program effectively, 
and student learning is taking place.   
  
For each measure, a school receives one of four ratings:  “Exceeds Standard”, “Meets 
Standard”, “Does Not Meet Standard”, or “Falls Far Below Standard”.  

NOTE:  If a school identifies a group or cohort of students that are the students that will be assessed in an indicator 
set forth below, that cohort must include at least 70% of the students that would have been included had the total 
group been considered, unless otherwise agreed upon by the PEC.  (i.e. “Students that have attended the School for 
2 or more years” must include at least 70% of the students in the school.) 

REQUIRED ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

1. STATE AND FEDERAL ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM 

1.  Is the school meeting acceptable standards according to New Mexico’s A-F grading 
system?  

Exceeds Standard: 
 The school received an A on the state’s grading system. 

Meets Standard: 
 The school received a B on the state’s grading system. 

Meets Standard: 
 The school received a C on the state’s grading 

system 

 
The school will write an improvement plan 
which they believe will result in improved 
results for the students of the school.  This 
must be presented to the PEC for approval 
within 40 calendar days from the release of 
school grades. 

Does Not Meet Standard: 
 The school received a D on the state’s grading 

system 

 
The school will write an improvement plan 
which they believe will result in improved 
results for the students of the school.  This 
must be presented to the PEC for approval 
within 40 calendar days from the release of 
school grades 

Falls Far Below Standard: 
 The school received an F on the state’s 

grading system. 

The school will write an improvement plan 
which they believe will result in improved 
results for the students of the school.  This 
must be presented to the PEC for approval 
within 40 calendar days from the release of 
school grades. 



2. MISSION-SPECIFIC INDICATOR(S) 

Identify the Mission Specific Indicator(s) which shows the implementation of the school 
mission 
 
 
 

 

2.  Did the school meet its mission-specific indicator(s)?   
Exceeds Standard: 
 The school surpassed the targets of its mission-specific indicator(s). 
 

Meets Standard: 
 The school substantially met the targets of its mission-specific indicator(s). 
 

Does Not Meet Standard: 
 The school met at least 50 percent of the targets of its mission-specific indicator(s). 
 

Falls Far Below Standard: 
 The school met less than 50 percent of the targets of its mission-specific indicator(s). 
 

 
 
 


